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IlluminPC™                          
Wall System Installation 

Manual  
(40mm polycarbonate multi-wall glazing) 

 
 

This instructional manual provides “General Installation Instruction.” For additional 

information, contact Major Industries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Our analysis of warranty claims indicates that over 

85% of all field complaints are the result of improper 

installation or - equally damaging - an improper 

assembly during installation. All Major Industries 

daylighting products are designed as a system - you 

must assemble the parts and pieces in exact 

sequence. Any effort to “freelance” risks our 

common goal of ensuring weather-tightness and 

owner satisfaction.  

 

Finally, our warranty commitment sold with this job 

is predicated on satisfactory site conditions. Please 

take the time to perform a thorough site audit prior 

to starting your installation, and ask yourself the 

following questions before installation. If even one 

of them is false, you are almost guaranteed to have a 

less than optimal installation. 

 

UNLOADING 

Unloading should be organized to minimize material 

handling. Crates are for shipping purposes only and 

should not be relied upon for hoisting or storage. 

 

INSPECTION 

Upon receipt, inspect the shipment to ensure that 

materials were not damaged during shipping. If 

damage is visible or suspected, note it on the bill of 

lading and contact Major Industries as soon as 

possible. Count material and check it immediately 

against the packing list. If there is a shortage, note it 

on the bill of lading and contact Major immediately. 

 

STORAGE 

Store materials in a dry, shaded, well-ventilated 

area. Skids should be elevated at one end by wood 

spacers. It is the installer’s responsibility to protect 

materials until they are installed - unless otherwise 

specified. Failure to comply with recommended 

storage procedures will negatively affect the 

warranty on the panels. 

 

INSTALLATION NOTES 

It is the installer’s responsibility to correctly install 

and seal the entire unit. Always install only a 

quantity of panels that can be fully protected with 

glazing caps at the end of the day. Water damage 

during installation is not covered by warranty. 

Properly clean all building surfaces to be caulked 

with approved cleaning solutions. Make sure 

caulking and sealants make uniform contact with all 

surfaces being sealed. It is important that all 

necessary sealants and caulking are properly 

applied. Installers need to verify with the sealant 

supplier and manufacturer as to the proper sealant 

type required for the application.  

 

These instructions have been supplied to assist with 

installation. They are correct to the best of our 

knowledge - however, no warranty is expressed or 

implied.  Major Industries expects its installers to be 

knowledgable and complete all work professionally 

and to industry standards. 

 

DAMAGE WARNING 

Do not attempt to weld or cut any materials near an 

installed skylight or wall system. Damage may occur 

to the panel from flames, hot metal or sparks unless 

they are fully protected by fireproof material. 

We want our installers and customers to have the 

best daylighting system possible, and we encourage 

you to call us with your questions and concerns. 

Major's experienced personnel can troubleshoot the 

problem and help you choose the best option. 

 

 

APPROVED MATERIALS 

Cleaning Solutions: Mild Soap & Water, Non-corrosive, Non-abrasive - NO Ammonia, NO Chlorine, NO Acetone, NO MEK 

Sealants: Tremco, Dow-Corning Shims: Pressure Treated Wood, Metal, Plastic 

TOOLS REQUIRED 

Safety Glasses, Tape Measure, Framing Squarel Level, Hammer, Rubber Mallet, Chalk Linel Hacksaw, Circular Saw, Drill and 

Drill Bits, Center Punch, Caulking Gun, Phillips Head Screwdriver (#2 and #3 Phillips Bit), Regular Head Screwdriver, 

Screwgun with Clutch, Socket Wrench Set, Hex Head Driver Bits, Cleaning Supplies, OSHA Approved Fall Protection 
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1. Check rough opening for overall size and for squareness. To ensure proper fit of the glazing to the framing 

components in the system, the framing must be installed square and plumb. 

2. Miter cut the side jamb frame profiles (part # 1601) to the proper height, allowing 1/8” at both top and bottom of 

the cut piece for a caulk joint, as detailed in STEP 21. If the opening height is greater than the length of one piece 

of framing, also allow a 1/8” caulk joint between the side pieces. 

3. Drill 9/32” holes 3” from each end of the profile and 12” O.C. (using the die mark as a guide – see figure 1) for 

installation of anchors appropriate for the substrate. These anchors are provided by the installer. 

4. Caulk the entire pocket (as indicated in figure 1) for the length of the piece(s). Install both side jamb pieces (part 

#1601) to the opening, making sure that they are square and plumb. 

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for the head and sill framing members, measuring the distance between the already 

installed jamb pieces. 

6. Apply foam tape (part #P-1600) to the entire assembled frame as shown in figure 1. 

  

7. Square cut the exterior caps (part #1602) to fit into the perimeter frame, allowing for a 1/8” caulk joint at all ends 

and intersections. Sides run through. Head and sill fit between. 

8. Apply foam tape (part #P-1600) to each cap as shown in figure 2. 

9. Cut multiwall sheet to the appropriate length, allowing for 1” of space at the top and bottom of the sheet (sheet 

should measure 2-5/16” less than the total rough opening height). 

NOTE: Identify the exterior side of the sheet based on the markings on the protective film. Orient the panel correctly 

for the next steps. If film has been removed, look for the attachment clip groove. (See figure 3) 

10. Apply the solid aluminum tape (part# P-1604) to the top edge of each panel prior to panel installation. 

11. Apply the vent tape (part #P-1603) to the bottom edge of each panel prior to panel installation. (Fig.3) 

12. Remove the “tongue” from the first piece of glazing (see figure 3). 

13. Place a short, ½” thick piece of plywood or other material against the left-hand side jamb near the top, middle, and 

bottom of the jamb to act as spacers while installing the glazing. 
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14. Place two setting blocks (part #P-1052) on the sill at approximate ¼ points of the first glazing panel.  

15. Place the first glazing panel into place and slide against the glazing shims in step 13. 

NOTE: If the unit is taller than 5’ there should be horizontal supports at 5’ intervals. 

16. Locate a purlin attachment clip (part #P-1605) on each horizontal support, engage it into the clip attachment 

groove (figure 3) and screw it to the horizontal support member. 

17. For the remaining panels, apply one setting block to the sill per panel, position the panel on top of the setting 

block, and using a rubber mallet and a wood block, tap the panel until it engages into the groove of the previous 

panel. Start at the top or the bottom and work to the opposite end. Add clips if needed. 

18. The last panel to install will likely have to be cut. Measure the distance from the previous panel edge to the inside 

of the framing at the right side of the opening. Subtract ½” from the measurement, and cut the last sheet to size. 

Keep in mind that this measurement is from the square edge of the sheet, and NOT from the edge of the tongue. 

See figure 3. 

19. Once all panels have been installed, position the frame caps (part #1602) into the slot in the frames (part #1601). 

Using a relatively long piece of 2x4 to distribute the force of the blows, snap the caps into the receptors using a 

rubber mallet. When properly seated, they will be flush on the exterior surface. 

20. Drill 9/32” weep holes in the frame cap at the sill. Holes should be located 1” from ends and below every seam 

between panels. 

21. Using a 100%  clear silicone caulk, caulk as follows: 

• Entire seam between framing and building 

• All exterior and interior seams in framing material 

• Along the foam tape at the sill on the exterior side (force some into the seam between panels) 

• Along the foam tape at the sill on the interior side 

• 4” up each seam between glazing sheets on the interior side 

• 4” up from the sill at the side jamb foam tape 

 

 


